
Wiltshire & District Cat Club, 3-7-2010 
 
Mrs V A Anderson 

Many thanks to Elaine & Jackie for the invitation.  I had a lovely day and some super cats to 
judge and lots of purry ones!  Many thanks to my steward Heather Roper and her daughter 
Melissa for all their help especially as they had just moved house and had a very busy week. 

RUSSIAN BLUE KITTEN 
A difficult class as 3 very young kittens with lots of developing still to do. 
1ST & BOB CURTIS’S CURTILLA CZARA (16A) F 22.03.10 
A baby girl of only 3 months & of a good size for her age.  Rounded top to the head & angle 
yet to develop.  Quite short wedge & prominent whisker pads when prompted, teething at 
present but her bite is OK.  Large well-set ears with a broad base.  Wide-set eyes that could be 
a little larger, the colour developing at present.  Elegant body with limbs to balance.  Long 
tapering tail with lots of rings at the moment.  Short coat with a soft texture, double and 
reasonably plushy.  Nice overall colour with a silvery-sheen developing well.  Sweet nature 
and easy to handle. 
2ND CURTIS’S CURTILLA TSASCHA (16A) F 22.03.10 
Litter sister to Czara and not quite so well grown but a sweet girl with a big purr!  Her head is 
a little long & could be broader.  Rounded top of the head, bumpy profile & her nose goes 
over her chin.  Level bite but teething.  Prominent whisker pads but a little pinched behind at 
present.  Large tall ears set vertically to the head & wide set almond eyes that could be a little 
larger, the green colour developing.  Long body with elegant limbs & small oval 
paws.  Tapering tail to balance but ringed and with a slightly swollen tip.  Nice coat, soft & 
quite dense with a fine texture. Nice medium blue colour with a silvery sheen & good colour 
at the roots.  Looked better when she relaxed. 
3RD NOBLE’S LARKSONG SUPAFAST JELLYFISH (16a) F 12.03.10 
Although slightly older than the other 2 kittens in the class she looked younger.  A very gentle 
girl with a sweet nature and easy to handle.  Short wedge & slightly rounded top to the 
head.  Her profile is a little straight and her chin could be stronger, level bite.  Her whisker 
pads could be prominent and she is a little pinched behind at present.  Large ears with a broad 
base & set vertically to the head.  Wide-set eyes of a rounded almond shape.  Elegant body 
with limbs to balance and tiny oval paws.  Long tapering tail.  Coat double with a fine texture 
but could be denser and needs to develop.  Good medium blue colour with a silvery sheen 
developing. 

 


